Self-assembled amphiphilic copolymers as dual delivery system for immunotherapy.
Subunit vaccines using recombinant antigens appear as the privileged vaccination technology for safety reasons but still require the development of carriers/adjuvants ensuring optimal immunogenicity and efficacy. Micelles from self-assembled amphiphilic copolymers have recently emerged as highly relevant and promising candidates owing to their ease of preparation, low size (entering in lymphatic capillaries for reaching lymph nodes), size/surface tunability and chemical versatility enabling introduction of stimuli (e.g. pH) responsive features and biofunctionalization with dedicated molecules. In particular, research efforts have increasingly focused on dendritic cells (DCs) targeting and activation by co-delivering (with antigen) ligands of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs, e.g. toll-like receptors). Such strategy has appeared as one of the most effective for eliciting CD 8+ T-cell response, which is crucial in the eradication of tumors and numerous infectious diseases. In this short review, we highlight the recent advances in such micelle-based carriers in subunit vaccination and how their precise engineering can be a strong asset for guiding and controlling immune responses.